Let G be a finite p-group where p is an odd prime. We say that <? has property A n if every abelian normal subgroup of G can be generated by n elements. Further, if G n denotes the wth element in the descending central series of G, we say that G has property A n (G n ) if every abelian subgroup of G n which is normal in G can be generated by n elements. If G has property A l9 then G is cyclic. N. Blackburn [1] found all of the groups which have property A 2 . It follows from the work of Blackburn that if G has property A 2 then the derived group of G is abelian and every subgroup of G has property A 2 . We shall show that if G has property A z then every subgroup of G has property A 3 . There exist groups which have property A 5 in which the derived series is arbitrarily long [2] so no analogue of Blackburn's result on the derived group is possible. We next consider groups G which have property A n (G n ) and show that G n can be generated by n elements. This leads to the existence of a bound on the derived length of G which depends only on n and the exponent of G n .
We shall use the following notation: p is an odd prime; Since (D, B λ ) g A and (A A) = 1, we have B x g Z 2 {D) 
Thus λ Dg) for some element geG. Therefore D Π g~λDg has order at least p 3 and is contained in Z X {AD) which is normal in G. Thus AD must contain an element of order p which centralizes A and which does not belong to A. This is a contradiction. THEOREM 2. If G has property A n (GJ then G n can be generated by n elements.
Proof. Suppose G is a group of minimal order for which the theorem is false. Then G n is not abelian, so φ(G n ) Φ 1. Let Z be a group of order p in Z X (G) Π Φ{G n ). Then G n and (GIZ) n have the same number of generators, so {GjZ) n must contain an elementary abelian subgroup BjZ of order p n+1 which is normal in G\Z. Proof. By Theorem 2, G w can be generated by n elements. Therefore In any p-group, G {t) S G at . Therefore G (fc) C G n , whence G (fc+m) -<1>.
